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PORSCHE REPAIR SERVICE
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At PedrosGarage we offer an ample line of products for your Porsche Boxster, Cayman or Carrera and for yourself.


Our PORSCHE PERFORMANCE PARTS and PORSCHE ENHANCEMENT PARTS are fully developed, tested and manufactured in-house and will deliver as promised.  We stake our reputation on that promise.


Our Promise to you:
We will not sell or recommend any product that we have not personally tested and/or have installed in our own cars.














THE ONE AND ONLY SOLUTION






The technoFix DOF is the final solution for the IMS bearing issue:
Direct Oil Feed to the bearing!
It feeds a stream of cooled and filtered engine oil right onto the IMS bearing.
The issue was always lack of lubrication!
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Steel-braided brake lines


The technoLines are DOT 
certified flexible brake lines for 
street and track.


The technoLines Kit:
(set of 4 flexible brake lines) will fit:
1997 - 2012 Boxster and Boxster S
2005 - 2012 Cayman and Cayman S
1999 - 2012 Porsche Carrera C2, C2S, C4, C4S, Turbo, TurboS, GT2 & GT3


Add an extra 25 HP to your 2.5L 986


The technoPower Kit is made to increase the power output of your (’97-’99) 986 Boxster.
Bored out Throttle Body (74 mm)
High pressure regulator
technoTorque
We recomend you also add the
technoPulley
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Add up to 32 HP to your 2.7/3.2L 986


The technoPower2 Kit is made to increase the power output of your (’00-’04) 986 Boxster.


      •      New, larger e-gas Throttle Body


     •      technoTorque3 


     • New intake parts


We recomend you also add the
• technoPulley 
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What the factory forgot to include: technoGauges


High precision, electric gauges to measure just about any parameter you want to monitor.
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Our line of Magnetic Products include the techNumbers.
Magnetic track numbers manufactured from high-quality 30 mil magnetic stock that will remain adhered to the car at speeds of 150+ mph. You can choose your favorite font and color.
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We keep striving to bring you the products you need and want.
A couple of them have been suggested by your comments on this website.


Happy Boxstering,










The technoPulley underdrives the enginee’s secondary systems by 15%.  This means cooler power steering fluid even under track conditions.


It also adds back 5-7 HP by reducing parasitic drag.
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Door Panel Delamination/Warping Repair


Late model Porsches 981/991 and 982 (718)/992 are having door panel delamination and warping issues after several years due to environmental conditions.  When the vehicle is out of warranty Porsche dealers will only replace the panels at a cost of over $1,800 each!
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We offer a permanent  fix!



CLICK HERE







Seatbelt Renewal Service


Re-webbed seatbelts can refresh the look of your car's interior and offer the added safety of brand new seatbelts
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CLICK HERE



Available in your choice of color



CLICK HERE





The technoBrace2 is a track-tested, lower rear suspension brace which will lower your AX and Track times on your 981/718. Perfect for daily driving as well


CLICK HERE



For any and every Porsche radio


CLICK HERE
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GT Door Pull Conversion


If you like the GT Door Pull and Cubby Netting offered as an exclusive option on GT cars, you can now get it here.
We even give you a wide choice of colors!


Looks great and saves 2 lbs, really!



CLICK HERE
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PORSCHE REPAIR SERVICE


PORSCHE SAFETY SERVICE


PORSCHE PERFORMANCE PARTS


PORSCHE PERFORMANCE PARTS


PORSCHE AUDIO PARTS


PORSCHE PERFORMANCE PARTS


PORSCHE PERFORMANCE PARTS


PORSCHE PERFORMANCE PARTS


PORSCHE PERFORMANCE PARTS


PORSCHE PERFORMANCE PARTS


PORSCHE PERFORMANCE PARTS


PORSCHE ENHANCEMENT PARTS








We offer special personal items, such as caps,  shirts, etc.
Check back often as we upgrade the Goodie Store regularly.


CLICK HERE



PORSCHE FASHION
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The technoBrace is a track-tested, lower rear suspension brace which will lower your AX and Track times on your Boxster 986 and Boxster / Cayman 987 and is perfect for daily drivng as well.
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For all versions of the 981/718



Our best-selling product for over 15 years



Magnetic Numbers for DE and AX
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Best bang for your buck!


For all M96/M97 engines


PedrosGarage Goodie Store


Factory-style Gauges



Best bang for your buck!
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Rim Protectors


There's no better product to protect your wheels from accidental curb rash and enhancing their looks at the same trime.


Available in 15 colors and fits wheels 12" to 24"



CLICK HERE



PORSCHE PROTECTION PARTS
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The technoTooth makes any Porsche radio Bluetooth compatible, even M.O.S.T.
Stream your favorite music or have a hands free telephone conversation directly from your smartphone (iPhone or Android) through your car’s stereo with: technoTooth                                 A kit for every Porsche radio!





Contact Us:
 (813) 749-0150
Pedro@PedrosGarage.com
 PPBJ@PedrosGarage.com 



